
ABSTRACT 

ZIvfUDY, M. H. The effect,; of participant bel».y!n£ on s~lf-emcacy OL9.~!n~g~..~.tgfJ.ents 

jn indoor rock climbing. MS in Exercise and Sport Science-Physical Education 
Teaching, August 1999, 51 pp. (J. Steffen) 

This study was designed to determine if participating in the technical skin of belaying 
during the activity of indoor rock climbing could improve self-efficacy. The sample 
included 41 male and female Ss. Subjects self-assigned themselves into 1 ofL 8 week, 
indoor rock climbing courses offered at the University of\Visconsin-La Crosse. 5s were 
nmdomly selected as either a control (n == 20) or belaying (n ::~ 21) group via random 
numbers table. Subjects completed a pre- and posttest measuring their general and rock 
climbing self-efficacy. Belaying subjects participated in 28 hours of rock climbing 
instruction during which time they were shown proper belay protocol and were assigned 
the responsibility for belaying climbers. Subjects in the control group received the same 
amount of climbing instruction but did not perfoffil belaying. Results of a one-\;vay 
ANCOVA indicated no significant (p > .05) difference bet\veen the two groups on the 
posttest scores. A.lso, the result,; indicated no difference between males and females in 
the belaying group on the posttest scores. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1991 the National Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE. 

1991) irnp1emcmed outdoor adventure as an. activity category to be utilized in public and 

private schools nationwide. Since that time, adventure activities have become a very 

popula.r a<;pect of ma.ny physical education curriculums. Some of the reasons adventure 

activities may bave become so popular are that they offer a way for teachers to design 

lesson plans that ft)cUS on cooperation, full p3.lticipation for all students regardless of 

ability level, and they incorporate all the domains (cognitive, psychomotor, and 

affective). One domain that outdoor adventure seems to emphasize is the affective 

domain. It is within this domain that instructors deliver experiences that point to the 

attitudes, values, and perceptions of self. 

One adventure activity that is currently popular in physical education that can 

allow participants to learn skills such as climbing techniques and climber belaying is 

indoor rock climbing. In this sport, participants rise to the occasion of challenging 

l1lE'm~~elves to climb to the hifl.hest point Dossible on an artificial rock surface that is 

constructed on an indoor wal! face. The same equipment that is llsed for technical 

climbing in outdoor settings is also used for the indoor adventure. Equipment inclULks 

climbing shoes, a special dynamic rope that is designed Jor the purpose of rock climbing, 

harnesses to be \vorn by the climber and the person protecting the climber in the event of 
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a filll (the beJayer), clUd many possible belay devices (pieces of hardware that are 

designed for a rope to go through to manufacture a friction dependent braking system that 

wili stop a climber from falling more than a few inches). Also special clips called 

carabiners are used to clip a rope to a belayer or to a climber. 

In rnany instructional situations it is typical for teachers to take the lead role when 

it comes to performing the technical skill ofbdaying. This is especially true in instances 

\vhcre the climbers are heginners. A positive point about teacher control over belaying is 

the likdihood that this extremely important skill will be perf()rmed properly. On the 

other hand, teacht.~r control over belaying may detract from lnaximizing the extcnt to 

"""hich students teel a sense of accomplishment in the adventure arena. 

Priest (1995) conducted a study surrounding the issue of participant belaying 

utilizing corporate clients as subjects. The clit~nts were all employees involved in 

assembly line functions of a four shiH manufacturing process. Each corporate worker 

was paircd with another employee as partners f()r the study. 

The purposc of the study "vas to find out if the type of belayer in rock climbing 

had any inHuence over the development oftmst between partners involved in the activity 

of rack climbing. Priest (1995) found that partners belayed only by clients of the 

manufacturing plant developed a higher level of trust between each other than any of the 

other possible belaying situations for the study (i.e., being belayed by program 

facilitators, climbing teelmicians, or not participating in clinibing at all). According to 

Priest interactions were discovered for overall trustworthiness and four of the tive 

subscales: "acceptance (of other people's idea.<;), (maintenance 00 conJidentiality, 

dependability (to get the job done), and encouragement (of risk takers)" (p. 108). 
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Means for the groups \vhowere belayed by facilitators and technicians dropp(~d 1 

month after the rock climbing program and stayed lowered 3 months later. Means for the 

groups "\'.".ho were belayed by clients had risen 1 month after the rock climbing program 

and stayed raised .3 months later. "Obviously, the type of belayer had a pro1irund cUcct 

on the development of trust and components of trust between partners in this instance" 

(Priest, 1995, p. 1(9). 

Need ~i"!x.Jh~..Stud"\ 

Currently in the field of outdoor/adventure education, there is much discussion 

and controversy about the safety and benefits of participant belaying in the sports of 

indoor and outdoor rock climbing. To date, few studies have been initiated involving 

college students and rock climbing (Barton, 1996; Fra')ier, i 998~ McNamee, 1997). No 

studies \vere located that involve college students as subjects with regard to the benefits 

of participant belaying. Studies of this nature havt~ generally focused on people working 

in corporate settings. 

Purpose ojJh~_3t!lg'y 

The purpose of this study was to measure the effects of participant belaying on 

self-efficacy of college students enrolled in indoor rock climbing physical education 

classes. 

Hvpotheses 

The follmving null hypothest~s vv'ere tested in the study: 

1.	 There will be no significant differences in self-efficacy between the control and 

belaying groups as a result of participating in the technical skill of belaying. 
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2.	 There \vill be no significant differences in self-efllcacy between male and female 

belayers as a result of participating in the technical skill of belaying. 

Assumptions
 

The .t()l1ovving assumptions were made in this study:
 

I.	 Students were interested in performing the technical skill of belaying. 

2.	 All subjects were honest and accurate in their responses to the questions in the pre-

and posttests. 

3.	 Any reports of increast~d self..et11cacy from the treatment group were dne to the actual 

experience of belaying and not merely due to being chosen as a belayer. 

Delimitations
 

The delimitations for the study were:
 

1.	 Subjects were undergraduate stu.dents, both male and female, from the University of 

Wisconsin-LaCrosse (UW-L). 

2.	 The fonnm of instruction on how to perfonn the technical skill of belaying was the 

same for ali subjects. 

3.	 The same instructor taught both the treatment and control groups so that teaching 

style does not become a variable for the study. 

Limitations
 

The lirnitations for the study were:
 

1.	 A nonrandorn sample was used for the experiment due to the fact that subjects were 

volunteers from preestablished rock climbing courses at UW-L 

') The researcher could not control motivation and mood levels of subjects. 

1111' 
~m: 
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Definition of TZ~[!Il~ 

,
 
Affective QQ!DaiJl- objectives in the affective domain point to student feelings, attitudes,
 

values, and social behaviors (Rink 1993),
 

Air Tr'!tn~..GQXltroller- a modification ofthe original Stic.ht plate invented in Germany; a 
/( 

helay device that is designed in such a way that if needed, the rope can be passed through 

it twice (Watts, 1996). 

Belaying- a teclmique of protecting the climber in the event of a falL A rope fi"OHl the 

climber's harness is anchored and controlled by a belay device (either the human body or 

a mech<lUical system), The rate at which the rope passes through that system. or around 

the body, is controlled by a belayer (someone who can hold the rope and can stop the fall 

of the climber with the friction created by the belay device) (Priest 1995). 

Ficure 8 Folio\\'- Through- a knot that is commonly used to tie a climber into a belay 

system having the appearance of a number eight. It is known as the figure 8 follow 

through due to the retracing of the knot that is done v"it11 the free end of the rope 

(Luebben, 1993), 

.t!.1!hh?mLAdventure Education- a situation in which the student is placed in a novel 

setting and experiences a state of disequilibrium while being 1~.lCed with unique problem 

solving situations (Project Advent.ure, 1989). 

Self.·Efficacv- the belief of a person that. a certain behavior can be accomplished in order 

to achieve a desired outcome (Bandura, 1977). 



CHA..PTER II 

REVIEW OF RELA.TED LITERATDRE 

Introduction 

This chapter examines physical education, outdoor/adventure education, sdf

efficacy, indoor rock climbing, and the ways in which these areas of study interrebte. A 

review of related literature on these topics is presented and conclusions are drawn about 

their relationships as a basis tor discussion. 

Phvsical Education 

American physical educatit)fi seems to be one of the only professions intentionally 

educating the nation about proper skills execution combined with knowledge and benefits 

of physical activity. The distinguishing factor is the specialization activity areas, proper 

rnovement, and skills execution combined. The distinction of specialization of activity 

categories (individual, team, dual, aquatics, dance, and outdoor) (NASPE, 1991) as well 

as proper skills is noted because there are in fact many entities that support the notion that 

physical activity is beneficial for people. 

Tn July Iqq4~ thl" nffil'f' nf ihp ~nrgf'(\n np.np.r·~l nf th" Uni!E'd StMe'\1 :authorized the 

Center for Disease Control to serve as lead agency for preparing the first Surgeon 

General's Report on Physical Activity and Health (U.S. Department of Heaith and 

Humzul Services, 1(96). The purpose of the report was to summarize litemture on the 

role of physical activity preventing disease. Also to be examined were national eff()rts 

6 
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The President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sport<; joined the Center for 

Disease Control in this effort as a collaborative partner representing the Surgeon General. 

Also involved were the fonQ'y\~ng; the Office of Public Health and Safety (Office of the 

Secretary); the Office of Disea<;e Prevention; the National Heart, Lung and Blood 

Institute; the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; the National 

Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; and the National Institute of 

Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases. Other nonfederal agencies participated 

in the eHort including the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation 

and Dance, the American College of Sports Medicine, and the American Heart 

Association (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1996). 

According to the Surgeon General's report. regular activity improves health. and 

greater health benefits can be achieved by increasing the amount (duration, frequency, 

and intensity) of physical activity. Among the benefits achieved through physical 

activity were red uction of the follovv'ing: premature death; heart disease; developing 

diabetes; developing high blood pressure; developing colon cancer; feeling.s of depression 

and anxiety; and being overweight. Other benefits reported were maintenanc,e of healthy 

bones, muscles, and joints; older adults being stronger and less likely to exp(~rience 

i!~j U1VU~ falb, awl lill:: pi Ol11vliUH uf l--'~)'l:hulugh.;dl weil lseillg (U.3. Dc;!-J(u IWl::ul L'[ I-kailli 

and Human Services, 1996). 

'l1le term physical education has been misinterpreted in several ways. «To some it 

is associated only '.vith play···· a concept denoting little or no purpose and the lack of need 

for physical education specialists. To others physical education is synonymous with the 

highly competitive endeavor we attribute to interscholastic and intercollegiate athletics. 
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Still others compare physical education to the "regimented'~ form of activity associated 

with the military. These interpretations are not accurate" (Seaton, Schrnottlach, Clayton, 

Leibee, & Messennnith, 1993, p. 1). 

The tenn physical education means tmining the physical; and equally importam, 

edu(.~ating people about their bodies and their bodies' needs (Bucher & Thaxton, 1981). 

A.ccording to Bucher and Thaxton, in order to meet the challenge of providing adequate 

health services for the nation, physical education must concern itself not only with 

physical activities, but additionally with infnnning the public of the biological impact 

that physical activity has on the body. 

Furthermore, Strand and Johnson (1998) stated that incorporated in physical 

education is the tenn "fitness." A statement made by the American Medical Association 

and the Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (1964) said: "fitness 

for effective living implies freedorn from disease, enough strength, agility, endurance and 

skill to raeet the denmnds ofdaily living; sufficient reserves to withstand ordinary 

stresses \vithout fausing harmful strains; and mental and emotional adjustment 

appropriate to the age and maturity of the individual" (p.123). Learning about fitness can 

promote good heal th and well being throughout life. 

A~'oordin5 to l~ink ( 199J), in.:stnl{;.tion in ph:r;:;i~.:ll ~du~.:ltion I;:; ;:;<,;,(;-u (J.;~ (J. ~v(ll 

oriented activity. This means the process is meaningless unless it is designed with a clear 

goal regarding what the student wiH learn. Instructional processes are specific to intent. 

This means that the teacher selects an instructional pmcess to hest accomplish a sp{~cific 

purpose. For instance, a teacher may h.~ad students through a problem-solving experience 

in bah-mce to help them understand principles related to base of support. The teacher 
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selects problem solving rather than telling because the teacher's objective is not just that 

students kno\'¥' the information but that they are able to use the information in their 

balance activities, 

DifIerent teachers have different beliefs about teaching that affect the way they 

teach. Beliefs in teaching commonly have their roots in theories of learning in 

psychology and philosophy and are concerned with issues related to what is most 

important for schools to teach and ho\',1 people best learn (Rink, 1993). 

Physical education has historically been a field in which the goal \',1a;; to educate 

the whole person, Thert~ were o~jectives pertaining to an individual's mental, emotional. 

and social Wf..~ll being. At times, this holistic goal seems to have been lost to an emphasis 

on physical fitness and skill development alone (Bunting, 1989). This is apparent 

especiaUy in programs where "traditional" team sports are the only emphasis. 

Fortunately, the trene! of a holistic approach was carried into the 1990's by the 

implementation of the outdoor adventure area as a category of teaching physical 

education (NASPE, 1991). 

Sport is an excellent vehicle for reaching physical education objectives 

(Siedelltop, 1994). However, there are many additional ways to accomplish lesson 

pl~nninB that '.",ill Gli.l1 ir.,corporate ~1!l thre'" d.oln:ains: of phy<;:ir'~] ",rlll('::!iinn 

If a school desires a holistic physical education program, then having an 

outdoor/adventure education component can greatly assist in accomplishing that 

objective. Outdoor education emphasizes learning in all domains through physical 

activity as well as for physical well being and fitness (Bunting, ]989). 
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\Vhcn one observes the three domains of physical education (cognitive, 

psychomotor, and affective) and how fituess and skill development have bet~n 

emphasized, it may be apparent that the afleclive domain has at times bcen left behind. 

Outdoor Adventure Educmi~n 

Outdoor education with it's many facets continues wit-t,. the goal of educating the 

whole person (Bunting, 1989). With holistic learning being at the heart of outdoor 

education, all three domains (and especially the affective domain) are intentionaUy 

emphasizt~d and plmmed for. 

Outdoor adventure education involvcs the purposeful planning and 

implementation of educational processes that involve risk in some way. The risk may be 

physical, as in a trip in a rnountain wilderness where people may be caught in storrns, 

may become lost, or may become injured by falling rocks. It may be social, as in asking 

someone to expose their fear of speaking before groups or othenvise risk social 

judgement. The risk may be spiritual, as in placing the learner in a situation where he or 

she must confront the self and perhaps the meaning of life and death (l'v1iIes & Priest, 

1990). 

The defining characteristic of adventure education is that a conscious and overt 

6'O~1 o:f'th.'iO> a.d~'··OA"1t\.U.-"C iu to ,.;,.;n;.17Qr..l'l.d thv .:;J ...... l.i.~ tv l~u..i..i.-). UHO &lV'fV Lu.ull.1)V5J."".~t:> \.Vyv«'1.",l tll~ 

realization of human potcntial (Miles & Priest, 1990). In our world, the horizon extends 

beyond the classroom. It soars across town, into the country, and away into unknown 

places. "As we feel the urge to grow and explore. it is not enough for children to remain 

in classrooms and look out" (Swan, 1987 p. 2). They must directly experience the 

excitement f()r themselves. 

I,
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DUTing the time period from the late 1800's to the 1980's, reopk~ all around the 

world gradually took an interest in the outdoors tor leisure-time experiences. Since 

\Vorld \Var If, the umOtmt of available outdoor activities has increased astonishingly. 

Literally millions of people are backpacking, cross-country skiing, rafting, canoeing, 

bicycling, and hiking, climbing or caving. These participants are "moving across land 

and water in search of erDoyment in natural and primitive settings" (Ford & Blanchard, 

1993, p. 1). 

In recent years, there has been a very large increase in professional interest in the 

subject of high adventure programs. This interest has of course paralleled the 

aforementioned popularity of high adventure pursuits (Meier, Morash, & Welton, 1987), 

Unfortunately, the "purposes as 'well as the benefits of outdoor adventure 

activities seem to be, at times, generally misunderstood" (Darst & Armstrong, 1980, p. 

xi). Darst and Armstrong stated that much of \v11at has bct'n written about adventure 

programs suggests a negative reaction, due to a rductance to assume legal responsil?i1ity 

for those involved, However, the number of participants continues to rapidly increase 

emphasizing the need for high-quality education programs to develop competent leaders 

who can deliver appropriate instruction in the area of outdoor adventure, 

A positive response to this n~ed appeared in 1991 when the National A:3socimion 

for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE) introduced its new benchmarks for the 

standards of physical education curriculums nationally (NASPE, 1991). At the eighth 

grade level, this document specifically stated students shall "explore introductory outdoor 

pursuit skills (e.g., backpacking, rock climbing, hiking, canoeing, cycling, and ropes 

courses" (NASPE, 199], p. 7). Additionally, it is stated as an objective that '"students 
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will be able to demonstrate basic competence in physical activities from each of the 

foHovving categories: aquatics; self-defense; dance; individual, dual, and team activities 

and sports; and outdoor pursuits" (NASPE, 1991, p. 8). 

The implications of adding outdoor pursuits as a category for physical education 

teaching seem important in terms of recognition fiJI' the field of outdoor/adventure 

education. The Surgeon General, as well as many other organizations, support.") physical 

activity as being beneficial to health. The American Alliance for Health, Physical 

Education, Recreation, and Dance (A.AHPERD), which is the governing body in which 

NASPE is a.n a;;;soc1ation, was one of the entities to add support to the report of the 

Surgeon GeneraL AAHPERD is also the leading Alliance for providing direction for 

physical education teaching curriculum in the U.S. It would seem then that ifthe 

Surgeon Genera! along Wilh many other organizations are in favor of AAHPERD and 

NASPE, and NASPE suppons outdoor adventure as a category for tt~aching, then the 

nation ha<; rnoved toward accepting outdoor adventure as a reasonable curricular offering. 

It has been suggested that (in addition to outside organLt'11tions) teachers in 

schools should recognize the inherent qualities of adventure education, which 

incorporates adventure and the experiential learning process (Westheimer, Kuhne, & 

Gerstein, 19(2), Westheimer, Kuhne, and Gerstein stated that experiential education 

philosophically and educationally provides a perspective that is in line with many 

educational rdl.)rm initiatives. TIley noted that adventure education emphasizes activity, 

coopf.~ration, challenge, risk and problem solving. Additionally, many traditional 

approaches rdy on abstract principles and result in student passivity. 
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Students enroll in physical education classes to meet varying needs and 

expectations, '"Movement oppOliunities, fun, the learning of new skills, self-expression, 

feeling competent and successfuL and being members of a group are a few examples of 

why students may become involved in physical education" (Grineski, 1989, p. 21). 

Project Adventure (1989), a leading organization 1{)r the development of 

adventure activities and ropes comse prog,rams, stated that "the aim of many activities is 

to allow the students to view themselves as increasingly capable and competent By 

attempting a graduated series of activities, which involve physical or emotional risk, and 

succeeding (or sonwtimes failing) in a supportive group atmosphere, a student may begin 

to develop true sdf-esteem" (p. 3), 

\Vhile adventure education programs may teach such skills as navigation, 

c<:ffioeing, and rock climbing, the teaching of such skills is not the primary goal of the 

enterprise. Tbe learnings about the self and the world that come from engagement in 

such activities are the primary goals (Miles & Priest, 19(0), Perhaps a bendit of learning 

about the self through adventure experiences is that they wiLl reach individuals in such a 

way as to enhance self-efficacy. 

Self-Efficacv 

.<·~v ...." • ..1;·"0 (v DuuduiU (1')')7) ,,....If-'''ffi.............) t.."'li .... l~ 1i......... IVUl Fi iilvip!>... ""UUiv",,,,. 

The sources are; 1) enactive mastery experiences; 2) vicmious experiences 

(comparisons); J} verbal persuasions and allied types of social intluences; and 4) 

physiological and affective states. 

Enactive mastery experiences are authentic experiences during ...."hieh a person 

must produce the behavior needed to succeed in a given situation. Due t.o the aspect of 
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authenticity, these experiences are Set~ as the most influential of the efficacy information 

sources. Successes help build a strong sense ofeffica..:y, '';<'lhereas failures undermine it. 

This is especiaLly true if a failure on:urs before a firm sense of efJ:icacy is established. 

"Vicarious experiences impact self-efficacy through modeling" (Bandura, 1997, 

p.86). Modeling can be an. effective way to raise eHicacy because people otten m(~asure 

their 0\\'11 capabiiities in relation to the capabilities of others. For example, if my best 

friend is a great batter in baseball ~U1d I believe 1am very much like my friend, I may 

attain a stronger sens(~ of my own batting capabilities by watching and evaluating 

him/her. 

Classic to physical education teaching, "verbal persuasion can have an effect on 

se1f~efficacy through the use of various kin.ds ofteedback" (Bandura, 1997, p. 101). 

Evaluative feedback describing a person's capabilities may influence efllcacy beliefs. 

Ability feedback (specific in nature) at early stages of the learning process may impact 

self-efficacy. And feedback suggesting that e1Iort will impact sue-cess can impact one's 

perceived self-efficacy. 

Physiological and affective states (Bandura, 1997) such as tension, fatigue, or 

mood can have an et1ect of self-efficacy. Bandura stated that "'affective states can have 

generalized effects on persnn::ll efti(~Hcy in diverse spheres offundioning Therefore. the 

fourth major way of altering efficacy beliefs is to enhance physical status, reduce stress 

levels and negative emotional proc1itives, and correct misinterpretations of bodily states" 

(p. 106). 

Pajares (1996) stated "self~efficacy is defined in teuns of individuals' perceived 

capabilities to attain designated types of performances and achieve specific results" 
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(p, 546), The a<;pect of achieving specific results through ones O\vn capabilities is what 

ditTerentiates self-efficacy hom other theories regarding perception of self. 

Generally, assessments of self-cffictK~Yarc done by researchers by asking people 

to tell the strength. gemerality, or level oftheir confidence to accomplish a task or 

succeed in a certain situation (Bandura, 1977). According to Anderson (1994), "strength 

describes how confident the person is that the estimate is correct Level describes the 

pert{)fmance level or t.ask difficulty one teels capabie of mastering. Generality refers to 

the range of behaviors or contexts to which etIlcacy applies. For example: '[ am 

absolutely certain (strength) that I can teach college level calculus (level) to any 

interested student in this school (generality).' This indicatt~s a higher efficacy than '[ am 

t~lirly sure that I can teach basic algebra to the top 25% of my student,;'" (p, 15) 

In terms of self-efficacy, Albert Bandnra (1977) is noted as the leader of aU 

theorist.s when it comes to proper understanding. 

Bandura stated: "an outcome expectancy is defined as a person's estimate 
that a given behavior wWlead to ct~rtain desired outcomes. An efficacy 
expectation is the conviction that one can successfully execute the behavior 
required to produce the outcomes. Outcome and efficacy expectations are 
difterentiated, because individuals can believe that a particular course of 
action will. produce ce11ain outcomes. but jf they ent.ertain serious doubts 
about whether they can perform the necessary activities, such information 
does not influence th(,~ir behavior" (r, 193). 

Ozer and Bandura (1990) used the term control in explaining that perceived seLf

efficacy is concerned with "peoples belief in their capabilities to mobilize the motivation. 

cognitive resources, and courses of action needed to exercise control over given event" 

(p.472). 
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Self-efficacy a') a behavior predictor is believed to depend on two assumptions. 

The two assumption are: a) ample motivation to perfonn the behavior, and b) possession Iii 
~~* ~~~~~~t~:::::: .::;:::::::: 

II 
of the skills needed to perfonn it (Anderson, 1994). 

Albert Bandura (1986) stated that each individual possesses a self~system 

II enabling them t.o exercise a measure of Gontrol over hislher thoughts, feelings and 

II 
~~~1'~~~~~~~1~~::: actions. Bandura a() quoted in Pajares (1996) painted a picture of human behavior and 

motivation "in which the beliefs about themselves are key elements in the exercise of 

control and personal agency" (pajares, 1996, p. 549). Bandura (1986) considered self

:111 ;1111111. 

WI 
reflection to be the most unique of human capabilities. He stated that "through this form 

of self referent thought, people evaluate and alter their own thinking and behavior" 

(Pajares, 1996, p. 562). These self-evaluations include perceptions of se1f·efIicacy, or 

"beliefs in one's capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to 

manage prospective situation" (Bandum, 1986, p. 2). 

LO\v self·et1lcacy may lead to a person believing that things are tougher than they 

really are. This is a belief that could foster stress, depression, and a "narrmv vision of 

how best to solve a problem" (Paj,lres, 1996, p. 545). High seif-etIicacy, on the other 

hand, can help a person feel calm and relaxed when approaching difficult tasks and 

~l,~t;";ti,,,~ . 

Crucial to understanding the tme meaning of self-efficacy is the grasping of the 

idea that the definition of self-efficacy does not stop with the notion that one believes 

he/she is capable ofaccomplishing a desired behavior. "'Bandura suggested that a 

person's perception of self-efficacy will determine whether that person engages in a 

certain behavior" (Anderson, 1994, p. 15). 
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As reflected in this review, when a discussion of self..efficacy is at hand itwilI be 

virtually impossible to neglect the expertise of Albert Bandura. For many years, the 

works Bandura have been recognized as the most influential. That is not to say though, 

that many others have not made substantial contributions. Because of the extent to \vhich 

Bandura has influenced research regarding self-efficacy, the following quotes from 

Bandura have been included to help the reader further understand the definition and 

different tacets of self-efficacy. 

Bandura (1999) quotable quotes:
 

.. "\vl1at people think, believe, and feel affects how they behave. The natural
 

and extrinsic effect,,; of their o\vn actions in mrn, partly determine their thought
 

patterns and affective reactions."
 

.. "Success and failure are largely sdf-defined in terms of personal standards.
 

The higher the self-standards, the more likely will given attainments be viewed as
 

failures, regardless of what others might think."
 

.. "Ironically, it is the talented who have high aspirations. which are possible but
 

exceedingly difficult to realize, who are especially vulnerable to self~
 

dissatisfaction despite notable achievements."
 

~ "''J.:t y c-tic.1,..ing ~1' 1"_'H.l'C 1·h1"'...... l,gh th~ tl"_'ll'ogh t;_t"',"'_C:_')~_/ :r,,·~:Jt,.0Fl,_)o, ~l"'YH:~·""C~)l, f"r ....... Y't"\ q,;J<.... ~_,,1:"'~~t~.~ '(:x.~~th
 

a stronger sense of efficacy."
 

- "People who hold a low view of themselves will credit their achievements to
 

extema1 factors rather than to their ov,/n capabilities."
 

"If self-efficacy is lacking, people tend to behave ineffectually, even though they
 

know \-vhat to do."
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- "Persons who have a strong sense of efiicacy deploy their attention and effort to 

the demands of the situation and are spum..'d by obstacles to greater effort." 

- "Perceived self-efficacy also shapes causal thinking. In seeking solutions to 

difficult problems, those who perceive themselves as highly efficacious are 

inclined to attribute their failures to insufficient effort, whereas those of 

comparable skills but lower perceived sdf..efti.cacy a.<;cribe their failures to 

deficient ability (p. 3)." 

Imioor Rock Climbing 

Many studies have been conducted regarding adventure education and activities 

and their different eHects on the growth and development of people as individuals as weU 

as in groups (Bunting, 1989; Dyson, 1996; Flor, 1991; Hunt 1991; Luckner, 1994; Priest, 

1995; Priest & Gass, 1997; Wright, 1983). However, only a few have focused on isolated 

rock climbing skills. Fewer yet, if any at aU, have focused all specific climbing skills and 

their e1Iects on sdf-efficacy. 

A currently popular sport that is in the adventure category, which equally 

emphasizes all three domains of physical education, and may provide experiences that 

allow participants to develop self-efficacy, is indoor rock climhing. Rock climbing has 

hf'(~(nY1P '1u; j-f, flopn 1m- :'Ind h~\.' graurn ~~ au ~d'V>?11.ture l'lctivity. l.T11.derSltl'luding the 

definition of rock climbing in modem times can be both easy and difti.cult due to the 

distinctions between bolt protected and free climbing. If those interested in climbing are 

looked upon as a group then "modern" rock climbing would be described as bolt

protected face climbing (Skinner & McMullen, 1993). This means certain equipment 
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mu..>.)t be utilized to aid a climber in ascending the face of a rock. When climbers are 

looked upon a<; individuals, the climbing ofa rock is noted as free climbing. 

Skinner and McMuLlen (1993) indicated that the activity of free climbing is 

entirely dependent on footwork, ability, skin, and physical strength in order to make the 

ascent up the rock face. The equipment that is used during the free climb (harness, rope, 

carabiner, and helmet) is present only for safety in the event of a falL 

GeneraJ.]y, indoor climbing facilities nationwide incorporate the style of free 

climbing as the only means allowt~d. Rarely, if ever, will one observe the practice of aid 

climbing maneuvers at an indoor facility (Frasier, 1998). 

rndoor climbing walls have become increa<;ingly popular all over the U.S. and 

have emerged in such places as university field houses, recreation centers, schools, and 

camps. In 1992, Fesko estimated that there were between J,000 and 1,500 indoor 

climbing facilities in the nation open for public use (Fesko, 19(2). This does not 

consider tbe ones that \vere in operation for educational uses only. Since that time, "the 

climbing gym industry has expanded into a worldwide phenornenon" (Martin, 1997, p. 

1). 

Climbing walls are advantageous because they allow- the beginner to experience 

success during a safe and enjoyable introduction to climbing. Advanced climbers are 

abk to practice cmd perfect tL>dmique without distractions of weather, loose holds, and 

rome finding (Long, 1994). 

One particular aspect of indoor rock climbing that may have self-efficacy 

enhancing potential is the skill of belaying. According to Priest (1995), belaying is a 

'"technique of protecting a climber in the event of a falL A rope from the climber's 
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harness is anchored and controlled by a belay device (either the human body or a 

mechanical system). The rate at which the rope passes through that system, or around the 

body, is controlled by a belayer: someone who can hold the rope and can stop the fan of a 

climber with the friction created by the belay device" (p. 107). 

':~ 
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I
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CHAPTER III
 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
 

IntTOduct!Qn
 

The primary purpose of this study was to measure the eHects of participant
 

belaying on self-efficacy of college students enrolled in indoor rock climbing physical 

education cla"ses. Half of the subjects in the study were climbers as well as belayers 

(belaying group), ,vhile the other half were climbers only (control group). The following 

hypotheses ""ere tested: 

1. There will be no significant differences in self-efficacy between the control 

and belaying groups as a result of participating in tht~ technical skill of 

belaying. 

2.	 There will be no significant differences bet\veen male and female belayers as 

a result of participating in the tec1mical skill of belaying. 

'nlis chapter presents infomlation concerning a) subjects, b) instruction for the 

study, c) the activity environment, d) testing and instmmentation procedures. and e) 

statistical treatment of data. 

~~ 

Male and female college students were eligible to participate in the study on a 

volunteer basis after enrolling in one of two sections of indoor rock climbing (ESS 100) at 

the University ofVlisconsin-La Crosse. Each class was divided in half by use ofa 

::1~I::::: random numbers table, 
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Half of each cla<;s '>vas placed in the belaying group, and the other half was pIac(~d 

the control group. Therefore, each of the h\'o class sectlons\"'as comprised of 50'% 

belayers and 50% nonbe1ayers. This method ofdividing groups '>vas used so that each 

class would be self-sufficient If one whole class would have been assigned to be the 

control group fnonbelayers), that class would have had to rely on much olltside help for 

belaying assistance, 

After (~nrolling in the class on their own, students were randomly assigned to 

either the belaying or control group via the use of a random numbers table (Thomas & 

Nelson, 1996), A munber was randomly selected (the number 7 on the table), and the 

seventh person on the list became the first person to be a<;signed to the belaying group. 

From here, every other person was assigned to either the control or belaying groups until 

all were placed in one of the t\VO groups, The t\-vo halves from each class that were in the 

treatment groups comprised the whole belaying group for the study, vvhile the two halves 

fron! each class in the control groups comprised the \vhole control group for the study. 

One class section began meeting in January 1999 and fi.nished half way through 

the spring semester (Section I). The other class began in March j 999 and finished in 

May (Section II). 

Class Section I 

There were 21 subjects in the first class section. After random assignment the 

belaying group consisted of 11 and the control group consisted of 10. 
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Cla.<;s Section II 

There were 20 subjects in the second class section. After random assignment, 

both the belaying and control groups each consisted of 10. 

Jnstruction 

nre first class section began January 25, 1999 and cnded March 2, 1999. The 

class met j 4 times for approximately 28 hours of instruc.tion. The second class section I 
l 
;~ 
;~ 

;1
began March 22, 1999 and ended May 5, 1999. This class also met 14 times for 

:1 
j 

I
.;~ 

:1

approximately 28 hours of instruction. The same instructor taught both class sections, 
.;~ 

:;~ 

and the same lesson plan format was utilized for each class (see Appendix A), Therefore, 

teaching styIe was removed as a factor that could have an effect on the re~m1ts of the 

;;l

study. 
:;l 

On the first day of each. class the researcher met the students and explained the 

study, At this time, the informed consent (see Appendix B) and pretest (see Appendix C) 

were administered to those who chose to participate in the study. All present were given 

the opportlmily to have questions answered. 

During lh(~ second class session, the subjects in the belaying group were sho\\/n 

proper belaying protocol (see Appendix D) for the climbing cla.<:;s while the control gmup 

was sent to another room to vie'w a rock climbing video. From this point on. the people 

in the belaying group were to be the only ones allowed to perform belaying (in addition 

to the instructor) during the time of the study, 

On the third to last class period during each class section the posttest was 

administered, Remaining time ,vas spent explaining the belaying protocol. h)f the class to 
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the control group. During the last two class periods, all involved in any aspect of the 

study were allowed to perform both climbing and belaying. 

The Activ)t'cEnviromnen! 

All clirnbing and belaying activity during the time of the study ..vas conducted at 

the Mitchell Hall indoor climbing waH on the campus of the University of Wisconsin-La 

Crosse. 

Jesting and Instrumentation ] 
A pre- and posttest design was used to determint~ self-efficacy of participants. All l~ 

'isubjects were tested under identical conditions \vith exactly the same instrument for both
 

the pre- and fJosttests (see Appendix C). ~
 
The instrument used in aU pre- and posttests was a self-efficacy inventory with 18 

questions, The first 10 questions were about general self-efficacy and were designr;.~d by 

Schwarzer (1992). The next eight questions were about sci f-eHicacy in rock climbing 

and. with written pr;.~rmission from Schwarzer, the researcher designed these questions by 

modding them after the first 10 questions (the general scale). AU questions in the 

instrument are answered on a Likert type scale \vith four possible responses to each 

question. The possible responses were: 1) not true at alL 2) hardly true: 3) moderately 

true; and 4) exactly true. The person taking the assessment read each statement and 

circled the numbered response which best described him/herself. 

The general scale was first written in the German language and was developed by 

Jerusalem and Schwarzer in 198! in a 20-question formal. Later. the scale was converted 

I 
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into a lO-question version in many languages, including English (Jerusalem & 

Schwarzer, 1992). 

According to Schwan:er (1992), the scale has "heen used in numerous research 

project.s, where it typically yielded internal consistencies bct\veen alpha = .75 and .91. 

Tbe scale is not only parsimonious and reliable, it has also proven valid in terms of 

convergent and discriminant validity. For example. it correlates positively \-vith self... 

esteem and optiruism, and negatively with an.xiety, depression and physical symptoms." 

(p. 2~3). 

After the scale was developed in full by the researcher with 18 questions, it was I 
l 

piloted among a small group ofexperts in the areas of self-efficacy and rock climbing. ;::~
I 

AHer the piloting process, appropriate revisions were made to the scale and it was 
:~ 

administered at the meetings with the class sections. 

To monitor subjects in the study, yet still maintain confidentiality, the researcher 

asked ('ach of the participants to come up with a tour-digit code name that only each 

person respedively and the researcher would know. To be "in line" with current trends 

in research protocol, the researcher insisted that code names not be related in any way to 

social security numbers. 

St'l\j.~tical Treatment of Data 

Descriptive techniques were computed for control and belaying group 

characteristics and for mean scores and standard deviation on the efIicacy assessment. 

Independent samples Hests \-vere computed to look for initial ditIerenccs bctween control 

and belaying groups, and gender groups. Analysis of covariance was used to mea<;ure 
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self·efficacy scores as a result of pertorming the technical skill of belaying during indoor 

rock climbing. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

Tllis chapter presents the results and discussion for the following data: a) 

demographic information of subjects, b) independent samples t-tests for initial differences 

among belaying and control groups, and c) analysis of covariance for posttest scores. The 

.05 level of significance was used for all statistical calculations. 

Demographics 

The demographics for the subjects (N = 41) in the study are presented in Table 1 by 

control group (n :::: 20), belaying group (n = 21), males (n = 26) and females (n = 15). 

Table 1. Subjects Demographic Information 

----------------_.._ 

Control Belayers Total 

~ ~._-_._----_...._....................•....._.._-------- .... .. 

Male 11 = 13 n :::: 13 11 == 26 

Female n=7 n=8 n = 15 

'Total n:::: 20 n=2l N =41 

.........._---_..... _-_...._--------_.._._._..
 

:e[~JY.,~L~J:t?lxsis. 

Independent samples t-test for initial differences \vere calculated among genders in 

both general and rock climbing efllcacy. This information is presented in Table 2. The 

information obtained from the test indicated a significant initial dillerence (p < .05) for 

--.""';'J 
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gender and general effie:-acy at a level of .028 with males reporting a higher level of efficacy 

than females. This infomlation does not specify treatment groups (or levels of self-efficacy 

for those groups) that the males or females were placed in for the study. 

Table 2. General ('md Rock Climbing Efticacy by Gender (pretest) 

• ••...... n ••••••• • • •• ••••••••••• • •• •••••••••••• ._----_.............•........••...-

Gender N Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Significance 
(2-tailed) 

----~._------_.-.._......•._. ----------_._............... . . 

Pre-}.·1ales 
General 

26 3.5808 .3150 .028 

General 
Pre-·-Females 15 

Rock 
Pre···\Jales 26 3.8077 .3067 .928 

Rock
 
Pre-Females 15
 

....._--_._----- --------.-._..._----- ..._----------_...._-_..._-----.....__ .._------ --_._--------_...__ ......__ ._--

Table 3 shows the results of the independent samples i-test for initial differences 

among the control and belaying groups. No significant difference (p >- .05) between groups 

was reported indicating that ihe control and belaying groups were similar in both general a.nd 

rock ClImbing emcacy at tile t.3egmmng 01 the study_ 
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Table 3, General and Rock Climbing Efilcacy by Treatment Group (pretest) 

-_ _-----------_ _-- ------ ............................................. _ ·· u_. 

Standard Significance 
Group N Mean Deviation (2-tailed) 

_.-.------_........... . - _ -.. ---_._..........•------- 

General 
Pre-Control 20 3.5600 2563 ,198 

General 21
 
Pre··Belay
 

Rock Pre
 
Control 20 3.8250 ,2344 .630
 

Rock 
Pre-Belay 21 

-------_._._--_._ _ _...... ...--------_._-.__ _-_ _-----

PCWJtest Analvsis 

An analysis of covariance \-va.", conducted to detem1ine diflerences in general self.. 

eHieaey among the control and belaying groups on the rosUest scores. No significant 

differences appeared indicating that performance of the technical skill of belaying 

had no effect with regard to general self-efficacy on the belaying group. These results are 

presented in Table 4, 

Table 4. ANCOVA for General Efficacy by Treatment Group (posttest) 

............................. _.................. ..-..-...........•-.~ 

.,J

.• 
df Significance 

--------.----.----------.-- --. ...---------------------------..----- _ --.......•----------_.- ------- 

1,18 .936.007 

-----_.--_._--------.--- _ _._-_..-..-_.._ - .. 
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An analysis of covariance was conducted to determine diiIerences in rock climbing 

efIicacy among the control and belaying groups on the posttest scores. No significant 

diflerences .vere calculated indicating that the groups were similar at the end of the study, 

and pertormance oftbe technical skill of belaying had no significant effect on rock climbing 

efficacy. These results are presented in Table 5. 

Table 5. ANCOVA for Rock Climbing Efficacy by Treatment Group (posttest) 

-.._ _--_ ,.--. ------._.-.--------_.... ------------.-------------- ------_.__ -_.._--.---

F df Significance 

----_ _-------_. ._----------_•..._............ . .
 

.651 1,18 .425 

_----.----~-----------_ ---_._------- _--.- ._---------._---------- ----------------.------

An analysis of covariance was conducted to determine differences among genders in 

general self-efficacy in the belaying group at the end of the study. No significant differences 

\vere found in~Ecating that males and ie-males in the belaying group \vere similar at the end of 

the study, and performanc(~ of the technical skill of belaying had no effect on general self

efficacy of either gender. These results are presented in Table 6. 

Table 6. ANCOVA for General Efficacy by Gender and Belaying Group (posttest) 

._---_ . ------_ . ._-----_ . 

df F Significance 

....................... .. _------ ._._ _ _-----

.2851,18 1.213 

--_........................ .•...............
 

An analysis of covel-riance was conducted to determine differences among genders in 

rock climbing efficacy in the belaying group on the posttest scores. No significant 
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differences ,vere fmmd indicating that males and females in the belaying group were similar 

at the end of the study, and the performance ofthe technical skill ofbelaying had no eHect on 

rock climbing efficacy of either gender. These re~mlts are presented in Table 7. 

Table 7. ANCOVA for Rock Clirnbing Etlicacy by Gender and Belaying Group (posUest) 

-----------_._.------_ _--------------_. 

F til' Significance 

._ - _---------_. 

.785 1,18 ~387 

Discussion 

In the pretest analysis, an independent samples Hest indicated significant initial 

differences in general efficacy bet\veen genders at .028 (p < .05) with females having lower 

efficacy than males. The difference indicated was for all females combined whom 

participated in the study without distinction of ......:hether they were in the control or belaying 

group. No other initial differences \vere noted for gender or treatment groups. 

Analysis of covariance indicated no significant difference between treatment groups. 

111cse results demonstrate that participation in performance of the technical skill of belaying 

had no effc;ct 011 cithci general or rm:k climbing efficacy ofsllbjects in the belaying group. 

An <maJysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was also conducted to detennine differences among 

rnales and females in the belaying group. The analysis of gender reported no significant 

difference between males and females in the belaying group a.<; a result of participating in the 

teclmical skill of belaying. The initial difference in general self-efficacy between all males 
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and females combined (without specification of group) disappeared at the conclusion of the 

study. 

Based on the rcsults obtained from the analysis ofcovariance, the first hypothesis that 

there would be no siglliticant differences in sel.f-eHicacy betw-een the control and belaying 

groups as a result of participating in the technical skill of belaying failed to be rejected. 

Additionally, the second hypothesis that there wDuld be no significant difference in self-

efficacy betw'een male and female belayers as a result of participation in the technical skill of 

belaying also failed to be rej{~cted. 

According to the statistical analysis, these results were indicated due to the apparent 

similarity of groups (control and belaying) both before and after the study. The researcher 

not.ed the results of the current study did not concur with a similar study conducted by Priest 

(1995), In the Priest study, which examined the effects of belayer type on development of 

trust between subjects, the results indicated a significant gain in trust among subject.s duc to 

participant belaying. 

Additionally, Bandura's (1997) research on seLf-efficacy has as a crucial component 

the a'>pect of enactive mastery experiences (experiences during which a person must produce 

the behavior needed to succeed in a given situation). Successes help build a strong sense of 

efficacy whereas failures undermine it. Pajares (1996) stated that "self-efficacy is defined in 

terms of individuals' perceived capabilities to attain designated types of perf()rmances to 

achieve spccific results." (p. 546). Vlhen one observes the tedU1ical skill of belaying as a set 

of behaviors that can be mastered bv the individual that must also be successfully and
" .' 

appropriately delivered, the conclusion can be drawn that the outcome ofthe current study 

does not concur with research conducted by either Bandura or Pajares. 
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With indoor rock climbing being an activity that seems to be of high level adventure, 

the researcher believes that the self-selected group utilized as subjects for the study likely had 

a generally high level of efficacy to begin with because the mean for initial general and rock 

climbing efficacy for both the control and belaying groups was reported to be 3.5 on a 4.0 

scale. For this reason, it would seem unlikely that signitlcant changes in self-efficacy as a 

result of participating in the technical skill of belaying would occur. 

In spite of the results of the study, the researcher noted the opinion that participant 

belaying is important because of the way in 'which it lends itselfto enhancing experiences in 

the affective domain (Rink, 1993), In Priest's (1995) study, trust was developed and 

enhanced between partners due to participant belaying. Belaying is a task requiring a high 

level of responsibility. Developing sound relationships with others that incorporate trust, 

good feelings, and positive attitudes are an integral part of the interaction between a climber 

and a belayer. In the current study, the researcher looked upon self-efficacy as a relationship 

enhancing component that could be developed betwl"en a participant and him/herself. 

In the field of outdoor adventure, the personal experiences of the researcher have 

been that of being encouraged to participate in the performance of technical skills to the 

maximum extent possible based on good judgement and sound leadership from instructors. 
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CHAPTER V
 

SUJ'vlMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOJvlMENDATIONS
 

S1lmmary
 

The purpose of this study \vas to determine the effects that performing the technical 

skill of belaying has on self-efficacy of college students in indoor rock climbing. Forty one 

subjects from the University of Wisconsin~LaCrosse completed the study. 

The subject,; were derived from two class sections of the ESS 100 level indoor rock 

climbing physical education class. Half of each class was placed in a control group, only to 

perform climbing and not belaying during the time of the study. The other half of each class 

was placed in a belaying group with the assignment of performing both climbing and 

iii 
belaying during the time of the study. Each class section met 14 times for approximately 28 

homs of activity time. 'I 
All subjects participated in pre~ and posttesting during which they completed an 18~ 

:. 

question self-dflcacy scale (including general efficacy and rock climbing efficacy) with a I 
four point Likert type scale. Efficacy scores were calculated .tor each individual, each il 

gender. the control group as a whole, and the helaying group as a whole Pn>- nnd posttest 

data were collected from all groups and statistically analyzed to detemline if increases in 

self-efficacy (both general and rock climbing) occurred as a result of participation in the 

technical skill of belaying. 

The tAests for initial differences indicated that tbe control and belaying groups were 
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similar. Incidentally, an initial significant difference among genders without specificity to 

control or belaying groups appeared at the level of .028 (p < .05) vvith females having lower 

general efficacy than males. However, due to lack of group specificity this information 'was 

be:yond the scope of this study and therdore was considered by the researcher to have no 

impact on the overall outcome. 

An analysis of covariance revealed no significant difterences among control or 

belaying groups indicating that participation in the technical skill of belaying had no 

significant eHect on either general or rock climbing efficacy. Analyses of covariance also 
~~~II~:::~ 

indicated no significant diflerence in general or rock climbing efficacy between males and 

females in the belaying group. 

The researcher believes that any significant change in self·eflicacy among subjects 

\vould have been unlikely due to the fact that this self-selected group reported an initial 

general and rock climbing efficacy mean of3.5 on a 4.0 scale. 

Conclusions 

Based on the results of this study, the following null hypotheses failed to be rejected: 

1.	 There will be no significant difterence in se1f·eflicacy between the control and 

belaying groups as a result of participating in the tedmical skill of belaying. 

2.	 There will be no differences in self·eflicacy bet\veen male and female bebyers. 

Recornrnendations 

Based on the conclusions of this study, the following reconmlendations for future 

studies 'Yvere presented: 
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1,	 Conduct a study with a group who did not selt:'select into the activity of indoor 

rock climbing. 

2.	 Conduct a similar study with a group in \vhich all the members have been 

identified a.<; having low self-efficacy initially. 

3.	 Be(.~ause signiflcam initial differences in se1f-eflicacy among genders wa.s 

identified in general, focus fllrther studies on this area and analyze gender as a 

factor. 

4. Repeat the study with a larger sample size. 

5,R.epem the study using only females as subjects. 

6.	 Repeat the study using only males as subjects and compare it to t.he "female on]y" 

study. 

I
 

!
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LESSON PLAN FORMAT
 

Topics for instmction during each section of the indoor climbing classes included: 

A Acquaintance games 

Name games, icebreakers, team building. 

B.	 Rope care
 

- IYlountain climbers coil; butterfly coil; proper storage.
 

e.	 Rope set-up 

- Stacking a rope for safety; proper tie in to the anchor system on the 

climbing wall using a girth hitch with the parachute chord; figure 8 

placement with respect to the intended route of the climber to avoid a 

pendulum swing in the event of a fall. 

D.	 Proper use equipment including belay devices and harnesses 

- Demonstration and instruction on how to properly place a harness on 

the body; instl11ction and explanation about the Air Traffic Controller 

and Sticht plate (Watts, 1996), and their proper set up and uses. 

E.	 Knot tying skills
 

figure 8 (Lnebben, 1993)
 

figure 8 follow through (Lucbben, 1993)
 

(louble HSherman"s safelY (Projl:\.:l AuvI:Iltun::, 19B~}) 

bo\vLine on a bight (Project Adventure, 1989) 
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F.	 Hand and ann movements tor belaying (Priest. 1995)0 

- Focus on the slip, slap, slide rnethod and mod.ifIed methods thereof 

(Le. palm face down on brake hand). 

G. Back-up belaying techniques 

- Explanation of increased engaged time for p<lrtidpants; demonstration 

and instruction on purpose and proper method of the hack up belaying. 

H.	 Class safety 

- Use: commands: On belay, belay on, climbing, climb away; no 

stepping on ropes; belayers to keep their eyes on climbers at all times; 

no pushing, shoving or running in climbing area; triple check on all 

harnesses and knots before climbing. 

1.	 Climbing movements and special techniques 

- Basic instruction in smearing, £lagging, nose over toes, emphasis on 

legs, not annso 
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INFORMED CONSENT FOR THE EFFECTS OF PARTICIPANT BELAYING ON 
SELF EFFICACY OF COLLEGE STUDENTS IN INDOOR ROCK CLIMBING 

I give my informed consent to participate in this study of self-efficacy and p<lrticipam 
belaying for college student,; in indoor rock climbing. I consent to presentation and 
publication or other dissemination of study results so long as the infonnation is 
confiden.tial and disguised so that no identification can be made. I further understand 
that although a record will be kept of my having participated in the experiment, all 
experimental data collected from my participation will be identified by number only. 

(1)	 I have been infomled that as a participant in this study, if I am randomly 
selected to be in the treatment group I wilt be given instruction on how to 
belay and I ,viB be a belayer for climbers in the activity of indoor rock 
climbing. Further, I understand that belaying is using a [ppe and a 
friction-creating device to protect a climber in the event of a fall> If I am 
randomly selected to be in the control group I will he a climber only and I 
will not be given instruction on how to belay (during the time frame of the 
study) and I will not belay. If placed ill the control group, I will be able 
to receive proper training in belaying at the conclusion of the study. 

(2)	 1 have been informed that the general purpose of this study is to study self-· 
efficacy in college students who perform the skill of belaying in the 
activity of indoor rock climbing. Further, I have been informed that I will 
be asked to fill out a written survey as a requirement of being a subject. 

(3)	 I have been informed that discomforts such as fatigue, sore muscles and 
calluses forming on hands from holding a rope may result from 
performing the skin of belaying. 

(4)	 I have been informed that there are no disguised procedures in this 
expenment. /\H procedures can be taken at face value. 

(5)	 1 have been informed that the investigator will answer questions regarding 
the procedures of this study when the experimental session is completed. 

(c.J) I have been informed that I am free to withdraw from the experiment at 
any time without penalty> 
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(7)	 I have been informed that a decision not to participate in this study, or 
withdrawing from participation, will not affect my class grade for ESS 
100 indoor rock climbing in any way. 

(8)	 I have been informed that as a participant in this study I will be required to 
sign the agreement. release, and acknowledgmem of risk form given as a 
standard procedure of the UW-L Adventure Program to all indoor rock 
climbers prior to activity. 

Concerns about any aspects of this study may be referred to the principal researcher, 
Mark Zmudy 608·-784-5129, or Jeff Steffen 608-785-6535. Questions regarding the 
protection of human su~jects may be addressed to Dr. Garth Tymeson, Chair, UW-La 
Crosse Institution Review Board (608) 785-8155. 

Researcher 

Participant _.	 _.._.__...._ 

(Date)	 (Date) 
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Class section # 

ID#--_._ 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON SELF 

Please respond to the following statements by circling the number 
which best describes you. Please answer honestly. Your first response to 
a question is usually the best. 

l=Not True At All 
2= Hardly True 
3= Moderate1y True 
4=: Exactly True 

General 
1. I can manage to solve difficult problems if I try hard enough. 1 2 3 4 

2.	 ff I am opposed, I can find the means and ways to get what 
want. 1 2 3 4 

3.	 It is easy for me to stick to, stay focused and accomplish my 
goals, 1 2 3 4 

4.	 I am confident that I could deal efficiently with unexpected 
events. 1 2 3 4 

5.	 Thanks to my resourcefulness, I know hm.\' to handle unforeseen 
situations. 1 2 3 4 

6. I can solve rnost problems if I invest the l1e(~essary effort. 1 234 

7.	 I can remain calm when facing difficulties because I can rely on 
my coping abilities. 1 2 3 4 

8.	 \Vhen ram confronted with a problem, I can usually find several 
solutions. 1 2 3 4 
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9. If I am in trouble, I can usually think of a solution. 123 4 

10. I can usually handle whatever comes my way. 1 234 

Please respond to the following statements by circling the number which best 
describes you. Please answer honestly. Your first response to a question is 
usually the best. 

1:::; Not True At All 
2= Hardly True 
3;;; Moderately True 
4= Exactly True 

Rock Climbing 
11. I am certain I could continue to concentrate on protecting a 

climber \\lith a rope even if I became fatigued. 1 234 

12. I believe I could oiTer helpful verbal support to a climber 
experiencing difficulty climbing a route. 123 4 

1.3.	 I believe I could ask a question about equipment in front of a group 
of my peers if I don't understand the proper use of the 

. .	 1 .") 1eqmpment.	 _ L. _. it
j 

14.	 I could remain calm when a climber I am protecting with a rope 
unexpectedly falls off the route being climbed. 1 2 3 4 

15.	 I believe I have the potential to understand how to properly set up a 
system with a rope to protect a climber. 1 2 3 4 

16.	 I believe I am trustworthy enough to assume responsibility for another 
person's physical safety. 1 2 3 4 

17. I could manage to earn and keep the trust of others if I try hard 
enough. 234 

18. I believe I couid encourage others to do their best while climbing 
a route. 1 2 3 4 
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BELAY PROTOCOL 

Objective: Students should be able to identify and properly perform at lea'it three 

methods of belaying during a climbing experience on the indoor climbing wall. 

Extension: Belaying 

Refinement: 

A Slip¥Slap-Slide method, After putting on a harness and securing the 

belay device and rope into place, tie in the climber using a follow through figure 8 knot 

and go through the verbal contract "on beJay: belay is on; climbing; climb away," 

Next, take the left side ofthe rope and put it in the left hand \vith palm facing up, 

Do the same with the right side of the rope in the right han.d. The braking hand is the 

hand that is holding the working end of the rope. From this point on, never take your 

braking band off the rope. 

For right hand braking, feed the rope through the belay device by pulling the rope 

with the right hand up toward the sky while guiding the left side of the rope by pulling 

down toward the ground (slip). Next, slide the left hand up past the right hand, clasp 

both the left and right sides of the rope with the len hand (slap), an.d slide the right hand 

back down so it is positioned once again near the belay device (slide). C()ntinm.~ this 

process as the climber ascends up the wall. When the climber has reached the top of the 

climb, gradually allow the rope to slide back through the belay device by adjusting the 

rope temiion with the braking hand. \Vhen the climber has reached the ground listen for 

the climber to say "off belay." Then announce that the "belay is off." 
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B.	 Over-hand slide. Basically the same as the slip-slap-slide, t~xcept that 

the braking hand palm is dmvn allowing for a different feel in the 

action of braking. 

C	 Over-hand reach. Basically the same as the over-hand slide, except 

that the nonbraking hand comes off the rope completely in order to 

assist the braking hand during the "slide" aspect of the motion. 

Adapted from: Project Adventure (1989). 
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